Time Evolution of a Cl-Terminated Si Surface at Ambient Conditions
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ABSTRACT: The stability of Cl-terminated Si surface at ambient conditions and its evolution with time, which have immense importance for the growth of interesting nanostructures on it, were investigated using complementary methods. Wetting of water, i.e., contact angle measurements, which provide macroscopic level information, shows transition in the nature of Cl–Si surface from weak-hydrophilic toward weak-hydrophobic with time. Electron density profiles, obtained from X-ray reflectivity (XR) measurements, suggest that such a transition is associated with the growth of less uniform oxide layer. Structures of CTAB–silica mesostructured films on as-prepared and time-evolved Cl–Si substrates, obtained from XR and grazing incidence small-angle X-ray scattering measurements, show transition from strongly attached near circular micelles to weakly attached more elliptical micelles, confirming the transition (from weak-hydrophilic toward weak-hydrophobic) in microscopic level and growth of less homogeneous oxide layer. The critical time of such a transition is about 50 h, which actually represents the stability or the critical time of Cl desorption and oxide growth of the Cl–Si surface at ambient conditions.

INTRODUCTION

Passivation of semiconductor surface, especially silicon surface, is extremely important for their applications in a wide range of fields, including nanotechnology, microelectronics, optoelectronics, biomedical, and biological sensors.1,2 Passivation or termination of Si surface by different atoms or groups like, −OH, −H, −Cl, −Br, etc., essentially prevents contamination and surface defect states, thus controlling the electronic properties of the surface or interface.2 It also tunes the surface free energy, polar–nonpolar (hydrophobic–hydrophobic) or electrostatic nature, and the reactivity of the surface.3–8 Such nature of the passivated surface and its stability plays an important role in the growth of interesting nanostructures on it5,9–15 and thus becomes one of the thrust area of investigation.

Among different passivated surfaces, Cl-terminated Si surface, which has good Si–Cl bond stability and can be prepared easily through the wet-chemical process,16–18 is drawing tremendous attention due to its higher reactivity compared to the H-terminated Si surface for the functionalization reactions.19,20 Understanding the nature (hydrophilic–hydrophobic) of the Cl–Si surface and its stability is very important for its proper utilization. The nature of a surface is well evident from the growth of amphiphilic molecules5,15,21–23 or composite materials5,24 having both hydrophilic and hydrophobic parts, from conventional contact angle (CA) or water adhesion measurements.24–26 Recently, weak-hydrophilic26 or hydrophilic-like nature of the Cl–Si surface, in the molecular level, is determined from the structures of the deposited CTAB–silica 2D-hexagonal mesostructured films on it,8 thus removing contradictory or incomplete information about the nature of the surface.27,28

The stability of the Cl–Si surface, on the other hand, is less studied.16,29 It is known that the stability of a passivated surface depends on the environments, namely humidity of air, oxygen content in air, dissolved oxygen in water, and metal impurity on the surface.15,17,18,21,22,25–27 Native oxide is normally grown on the Si surface desorbing the passivated atoms. Thus, understanding the growth of oxide layer is one way to understand the stability–instability of a passivated surface. Soft X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (SXPS)15 and high-resolution electron energy loss spectroscopy (HREELS)29 were used to identify the presence of silicon oxide on the surface and its growth with time. Oxidation can change the chemical nature and/or the roughness of the surface, which in turn can change the hydrophilic–hydrophobic nature of the surface. However, not much work is carried out to understand the stability–instability information on the Cl–Si surface, from the point of view of hydrophilic–hydrophobic nature of the surface. Simple CA measurements along with the X-ray scattering measurements can monitor not only the hydrophilic–hydrophobic nature of the surface but also its quantitative evolution, i.e., its stability, which is never estimated before.

Here the evolution of the Cl–Si surface with time in ambient conditions is monitored directly using CA and X-ray reflectivity (XR) techniques.15,17,30–32 The structures of the CTAB–silica 2D-hexagonal mesostructured films33–35 deposited at different point of time were estimated by the complementary XR and grazing incidence small-angle X-ray scattering (GISAXS)8,36–40 techniques and were used to understand the evolution of the
Cl–Si surface. Transition from weak-hydrophilic toward weak-hydrophobic is clearly evident with time. The characteristic transition time is estimated, and the possible reasons for such transition are discussed.

**EXPERIMENT**

**Preparation.** Cl-terminated Si surfaces were prepared as reported before.¹ In short, after removing the organic contaminants,³ Si(111) substrates (of size 15 × 15 mm²) were treated with the RCA cleaning method, where the substrates were boiled at 100 °C for about 10 min in a mixed solution of ammonium hydroxide [NH₄OH, Merck, 30%], hydrogen peroxide [H₂O₂, Merck, 30%], and Milli-Q water (NH₄OH:H₂O₂:H₂O = 1:1:5, by volume).³–⁵ Further etchings in a solution of hydrogen fluoride [HF, Merck, 10%] for 30 s and then in a solution of ammonium fluoride [NH₄F, Merck, 40%] for 2 min at room temperature (25 °C)⁴ were carried out to get H-terminated Si substrates. The H–Si substrates were then chlorinated through wet-chemical method as reported in the literature.¹⁶ A stock chlorinating solution was prepared by dissolving phosphorus pentachloride [PCl₅, Merck] in chlorobenzene [C₆H₅Cl, Merck] to form a near-saturated solution (typically 0.6 M). The solution was heated at ~60 °C for 1 h for complete dissolution of the PCl₅. Immediately before use, few grains of benzoyl peroxide (~300 mg) were added to the stock solution (~80 mL). The H–Si samples were immersed into the solution and heated to 90–100 °C for 45 min. The samples were then rinsed with anhydrous tetrahydrofuran and anhydrous methanol to get Cl-terminated Si substrates. Cl–Si samples were kept at ambient conditions [with constant temperature ~25 °C and relative humidity ~40%] for different durations to understand the stability.

A silica–surfactant solution was prepared by two-step synthesis method using tetraethyl orthosilicate [TEOS, Si(OCH₂CH₃)₄, Sigma-Aldrich, 99.9999%], cetyltrimethylammonium bromide [CTAB, C₁₆H₃₃N(CH₃)₃Br, Fluka, ≥99%], ethanol [C₂H₅OH, Merck, absolute], Milli-Q water (resistivity 18.2 MΩ cm), and hydrochloric acid [HCl, Merck, 35%] as reported before.⁷ In the first step, a silica sol was prepared with TEOS in acidic condition with molar ratio of TEOS:C₂H₅OH:H₂O = 1:4.5:1 and finally added the required amount of HCl to the solution to keep the pH ≈ 1. The solution was then stirred for 1 h at room temperature. In parallel, a second solution was prepared by dissolving 0.348 g of CTAB in ethanol and water of molar ratio 366:1. Finally, the second solution was added to the first one to get the final solution in the molar ratio of TEOS:CTAB:C₂H₅OH:H₂O = 1:0.19:20:5.5, which was then stirred for another 1 h and aged for 2 h. The solution was diluted by adding excess ethanol (of amount 35 cm³) to the stock solution, and the films were prepared from that solution (at temperature 25–30 °C and relative humidity 70–75%) using a spin-coater (EC101, Headway Research) at a speed of 4000 rpm on different time-evolved Cl–Si substrates. Time-evolved substrate is referred as Nd, where N indicates the time (in days) for which it is kept at ambient conditions. For as-prepared substrate N = 0.

**Characterization.** CA measurements of a Cl–Si sample were carried out just after preparation and subsequently in different days, using a CA goniometer (ramé-hart), to investigate the evolution of the hydrophilic–hydrophobic nature of the surface with time. For the measurement, a drop (5 μL) of water (Milli-Q) was placed on the sample surface. Each day, the CA values were noted for five successive times at an interval of 20 s. Such measurements were done at more than five different regions over the sample surface. The CA value was determined by taking the average of the final measurements at the five different regions. It can be noted that here we have not measured the advancing and receding contact angles, as mentioned before,⁸ which are more appropriate. What we measured is the so-called as-placed CA, whose changes are qualitatively similar to those of the equilibrium CA.²⁵

XR measurements of a Cl–Si sample were performed just after preparation (within a day) and subsequently in different days, using a versatile X-ray diffractometer (VXRD) setup.⁴³ XR measurements of the as-prepared and dried CTAB–silica mesostructured films on different time-evolved Cl–Si substrates were also carried out using VXRD setup. VXRD consists of a diffractometer (D8 Discover, Bruker AXS) with Cu source (sealed tube) followed by a Gōbel mirror to select and enhance Cu Kα radiation (λ = 1.54 Å). The diffractometer has a two-circle goniometer [θ(ω) = 2θ] with quarter-circle Eulerian cradle as sample stage. The latter has two circular (χ and φ) and three translational (X, Y, and Z) motions. Scattered beam was detected using NaI scintillation (point) detector. Data were taken in the specular condition; i.e., incident angle, α is equal to the reflected angle, β (α = β = θ). Under such condition there exists a nonvanishing wave vector component, q₀, which is equal to (4π/λ) sin θ with resolution 0.002 Å⁻¹. XR data essentially provide an electron-density profile (EDP), i.e., in-plane (x–y) average electron density (ρ) as a function of depth (z) in high resolution,⁴³ from which one can estimate the roughness of Cl–Si substrate, thickness, and coverage of oxide layer on it, if any. Also, one can estimate the nature of the film–substrate interface, thickness, interlayer separation, and the average density or porosity of the mesostructured films.⁷

On the other hand, GISAXS measurements of the dried CTAB–silica mesostructured films on different time-evolved Cl–Si substrates were performed using synchrotron source (MnIAXS beamline, PETRA III) at energy 11.4 keV.⁴³ The scattered beam was detected using 2D detector (PILATUS 1M, Dectris, having 981 × 1043 pixels and 172 μm pixel size) by placing it about 171 cm apart from the sample. For data collection, incident angle, α was kept (0.25°) slightly greater than the critical angle, αc, of the sample. The direct beam was stopped, and the specular reflected beam was attenuated by two separate point-like beam stops to avoid the saturation of the detector. GISAXS data provides the in-plane and out-of-plane separations in a mesostructured film, from which one can extract the unit cell parameters and the shape of the silica coated micelles.⁷

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

**Evolution from Wetting–Dewetting of Water.** The hydrophilic–hydrophobic nature of a surface and its evolution with time, in the macroscopic level, can be easily estimated from the wetting–dewetting of water, i.e., from the CA measurements. Typical images of water drops on a time-evolved Cl–Si substrate are shown in Figure 1. Dewetting with time is clearly evident from these images. Corresponding average value of CA (θc) with error bar are plotted as a function of time (t) in Figure 2. The value of θc increases with time, which is initially fast then saturates with time. Such variation of θc can be expressed quantitatively using standard exponential dependence:

\[
\theta_c(t) = \theta_0 + A e^{-kt}
\]

where \(\theta_0\) is the initial CA, \(A\) is the amplitude of CA variation, and \(k\) is the rate constant.
\[ \theta_c = \theta_{c0} + \Delta \theta_c (1 - e^{-t/\tau}) \]

where \( \theta_{c0} \) is the CA of the Cl–Si surface at \( t = 0 \), \( \Delta \theta_c \) is the maximum change in the CA with time at ambient condition, i.e., the CA of the Cl–Si surface at \( t \to \infty \) is \( \theta_{c\infty} = \theta_{c0} + \Delta \theta_c \), and \( \tau \) is the critical transition time. The variation of \( \theta_c \) has been fitted using eq 1, and the fitted profile is shown in Figure 2. The parameters obtained from the fitting are \( \theta_{c0} \approx 24^\circ \), \( \theta_{c\infty} \approx 60^\circ \), and \( \tau \approx 50 \) h. Although there are diversity in the definitions of hydrophilic and hydrophobic surfaces, a recent review article proposed different measures and classifications of the hydrophilic–hydrophobic nature of solid surfaces based on different parameters such as the contact angle, the water adhesion tension, the work of spreading, or the energy of hydration. Accordingly, \( 0 < \theta_c < 56^\circ–65^\circ \) is termed as weak-hydrophilic and \( 56^\circ–65^\circ < \theta_c < 90^\circ \) is termed as weak-hydrophobic surfaces. Following this classification, the transition in the nature of the Cl–Si surface at ambient conditions is from weak-hydrophilic toward weak-hydrophobic, and the critical time for such transition is about 50 h.

**Evolution from Electron Density Profile of Substrate.**

XR data (\( R \)) normalized with Fresnel’s reflectivity (\( R_F \)) for a time-evolved Cl–Si substrate are shown in Figure 3. A dip is present in all the apparently featureless curves. The dip becomes sharper and its position shifted toward the left with time, indicating probable increase in the roughness of the substrate surface. To have a better idea about the nature of the substrate surface, the XR data have been analyzed using Parratt’s formalism. For the analysis, a layer on the top of the substrate is assumed. Considering roughness (\( \sigma \)), layer thickness (\( d_{ox} \)), and electron density (\( \rho \)) as parameters, the XR data have been analyzed. Best fitted curves along with the XR data for the Cl–Si substrate measured initially (0d) and after 10 days (10d) are shown in Figure 4. Corresponding EDPs and their derivatives are shown in the insets of Figure 4. Decrease in the value of \( \rho \) on the top part of the substrate with time is evident from the EDPs. Such low density layer corresponds to the oxide layer. The values of \( \sigma \) (about 0.54 and 0.56 nm) and \( d_{ox} \) (about 0 and 1.4 nm), estimated from the derivatives of the EDPs (0d and 10d), suggest no appreciable increase in the roughness with time but growth of oxide layer on Cl–Si substrate.

**Evolution from Structure of Deposited Film.**

Interface and Out-of-Plane Structures from XR. XR data of the as-prepared CTAB–silica mesostructured films on different time-evolved Cl–Si substrates are shown in Figure 5. Two strong pseudo-Bragg peaks are visible in all the curves, which correspond to the first and second orders of the (02) Bragg peak for the 2D-hexagonal mesostructure, suggesting the formation of well-ordered compressed 2D-hexagonal structure.
to the Equivalent Ellipse for the Films on As-
showing unit cell parameters (\(a\), \(b\), \(c\)) and lattice spacings (\(d_{ab}\) and \(d_{ac}\)) for an equivalent centered rectangular (\(c2mm\)) unit and analyzed EDPs of the films on initial (as-prepared) and finally evolved (after 8 days) substrates.

**Table 1. In-Plane (\(b\)) and Out-of-Plane (\(c\)) Unit Cell Parameters of the Compressed 2D-Hexagonal Structure and the Ratio of Semimajor and Semiminor Axis (\(r_{1}/r_{2}\)) Corresponding to the Equivalent Ellipse for the Films on As-Prepared (0d) and Time-Evolved (8d) Cl–Si Substrates Obtained from XR and GISAXS Measurements**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Substrate</th>
<th>(c_i) (nm)</th>
<th>(c_f) (nm)</th>
<th>(b_i) (nm)</th>
<th>(r_1/r_2)</th>
<th>(r_2/r_3)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0d</td>
<td>7.48</td>
<td>7.28</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8d</td>
<td>7.16</td>
<td>7.06</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td>(1.28)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 5.** XR data (different symbols) and analyzed curves (solid line) of the as-prepared CTAB–silica mesostructured thin films on different time-evolved Cl–Si substrates (curves are shifted vertically for clarity). Nd indicates the substrate that is evolved for \(N\) days at ambient conditions. Insets: schematic of a compressed 2D-hexagonal structure showing unit cell parameters (\(b\) and \(c\)) and lattice spacings (\(d_{ab}\) and \(d_{ac}\)) for an equivalent centered rectangular (\(c2mm\)) unit and analyzed EDPs of the films on initial (as-prepared) and finally evolved (after 8 days) substrates.

6. GISAXS patterns of the dried CTAB–silica mesostructured films on different time-evolved Cl–Si substrates are shown in Figure 6. (02) and (11) Bragg spots, signatures of a compressed 2D-hexagonal structure, are evident in all the patterns. Weak (13) Bragg spot is also evident in all the patterns. To have better idea about the positions of the spots, line profiles along \(q_x\) and \(q_y\) directions and through the (02) and (11) Bragg spots for the films on 0d and 8d substrates are plotted in Figures 7 and 8, respectively. The change in the position of peaks for the two films are clearly evident. The values of \(c_i\) and \(b_i\) obtained from the peaks with an accuracy better than ±0.02 nm are tabulated in Table 1. The decrease in the value of \(c_i\) is observed similar to \(c_f\) but the change is small. The decrease in the value of \(b_i\) is also observed, unlike our previous studies,\(^7,8\) which is interesting to note. Considering \(b_i = b_f\) the ratio of semimajor and semiminor axis (\(r_1/r_2\)) of equivalent ellipse is estimated from \(\sqrt{3/(c/b)}\) and is listed in Table 1. The values of \(r_1/r_2\) for the dried films on both the substrates are found same, while that for the as-prepared films on 8d substrate is found slightly large compared to that on 0d substrate. It can be noted that we have assumed \(b_i = b_f\). This is a valid assumption if the film–substrate interaction is strong, as expected for the film on 0d substrate. However, if the film–substrate interaction is weak, which may be a possibility for the film on 8d substrate, then \(b_i\)

\(\pm 0.02\) nm. Small change in the value of \(c_i\) is observed, which may be related to the change in the shape of the micelles due to the change in the interface. Similarly, the intensity of the first- and second-order Bragg peaks for the film on 8d substrate are about 5 and 12 times less compared to the peaks for the film on 0d substrate, indicating deterioration in the ordering, probably due to the change in the interface.

To get further information about the structure of the films, especially about the film–substrate interface, the XR data have been analyzed considering a model oscillatory EDP, arising from periodic repetitions of two stacked layers as considered before.\(^7\) One layer is made of cylindrical surfactant aggregates plus a silica wall, and another layer is made of silica only (as shown schematically in the inset of Figure 5), having different averaged electron density, thickness, and roughness. In addition, special attention is paid to the initial layer through which the film is attached with the substrate, as it decides the nature of the substrate surface. Based on this model, the best fit XR profiles for the films on 0d an 8d substrates are shown in Figure 5 along with the corresponding EDPs in the inset. Similar to the bare substrate, the growth of oxide layer (i.e., decrease in the value of \(\rho\)) on the top part of the substrate with time is evident from the EDPs. Small decrease in the value of \(d_{02}\) and in the contrast between two consecutive layers are also observed for the film, which may be related to the change in the shape of the micelles from nearly circular to more elliptical, change in the film–substrate attachment from strong to weak, and deterioration in the ordering.

**In-Plane and Out-of-Plane Structures from GISAXS.**

GISAXS patterns of the dried CTAB–silica mesostructured films on different time-evolved Cl–Si substrates are shown in Figure 6. (02) and (11) Bragg spots, signatures of a compressed 2D-hexagonal structure, are evident in all the patterns. Weak (13) Bragg spot is also evident in all the patterns. To have better idea about the positions of the spots, line profiles along \(q_x\) and \(q_y\) directions and through the (02) and (11) Bragg spots for the films on 0d and 8d substrates are plotted in Figures 7 and 8, respectively. The change in the position of peaks for the two films are clearly evident. The values of \(c_i\) and \(b_i\) obtained from the peaks with an accuracy better than ±0.02 nm are tabulated in Table 1. The decrease in the value of \(c_i\) is observed similar to \(c_f\) but the change is small. The decrease in the value of \(b_i\) is also observed, unlike our previous studies,\(^7,8\) which is interesting to note. Considering \(b_i = b_f\) the ratio of semimajor and semiminor axis (\(r_1/r_2\)) of equivalent ellipse is estimated from \(\sqrt{3/(c/b)}\) and is listed in Table 1. The values of \(r_1/r_2\) for the dried films on both the substrates are found same, while that for the as-prepared films on 8d substrate is found slightly large compared to that on 0d substrate. It can be noted that we have assumed \(b_i = b_f\). This is a valid assumption if the film–substrate interaction is strong, as expected for the film on 0d substrate. However, if the film–substrate interaction is weak, which may be a possibility for the film on 8d substrate, then \(b_i\)
can be greater than $b_r$. Considering same $b_r$ value (5.3 nm) for both the as-prepared films, the value of $(r_f/r_0)$ for the film on 8d substrate is recalculated and shown in parentheses in Table 1. This confirms that the micelles are less elliptical (i.e., more circular) on the 0d substrate and more elliptical on the 8d substrate during the initial stages of the film formation, as predicted from the XR data analysis. Further with time, the shapes of the micelles on both the substrates become almost the same. This also indicates that the attachment of the film on the 0d substrate is strong, while that on the 8d substrate is weak.

**Time Evolution of Cl–Si and Proposed Mechanism.**

The evolution of Cl–Si surface with time at ambient conditions, obtained from different measurements, is shown schematically in Figure 9. Evolution in the nature of surface from weak-hydrophilic toward weak-hydrophobic, in macroscopic scale, is evident from the change in the wetting–dewetting properties of water. It is well-known from SXPS and HREELS studies that at ambient conditions oxide grows on the Si surface desorbing the Cl from the Cl–Si surface. EDPs of bare substrate obtained from the XR measurements support the growth of oxide layer, the roughness of which is found slightly large, probably due to the inhomogeneous growth of oxide layer with time. Structures of the CTAB–silica mesostructured films show transition from strongly attached near circular micelles to weakly attached more elliptical micelles, suggesting similar transition of Cl–Si surface from weak-hydrophilic toward weak-hydrophobic with time even in microscopic level. The hydrophilic–hydrophobic nature of a surface can arise from its chemical (such as Cl, O, etc.) and/or structural (such as low or high height fluctuation or roughness) natures. Here negligible change in the roughness is observed, suggesting that the variation of $\theta_i$ with time is mainly due to the growth of oxides on the Cl–Si surface, similar to that indicated for other passivated-Si surface. Also, the exponential decay term corresponds to the desorption of Cl from the Cl–Si surface, similar to that indicated for the Br–Si surface from X-ray standing wave studies. Thus, the critical time of transition, which is found to be about 50 h, essentially represents the critical oxide growth time or the critical stability–instability time of the Cl–Si surface at ambient conditions.

The evolution of hydrophilic–hydrophobic nature of the Cl–Si surface at ambient conditions can be well realized considering its polar–nonpolar nature. The relatively strong electronegativity difference between Cl and Si (1.26) makes the as-prepared Cl–Si surface relatively polar and weak-hydrophilic. Similarly, the electronegativity difference between O and Si (1.54) is quite high, but each O atom is connected to two Si atoms, which makes the effective electronegativity difference quite low. Such relatively low electronegativity difference is probably responsible for the relatively nonpolar and more toward weak-hydrophobic nature of the oxide grown Si surface. Accordingly, relatively wetting and dewetting natures of water are found in as-prepared Cl–Si and oxide grown Si surfaces. Further, silica-coated cylindrical micelles of near circular shape are adsorbed through their silica parts onto this homogeneous and weak-hydrophobic Cl–Si surface to form well-ordered structure. The attachment of the film to the Cl–Si surface is quite strong, which creates strong asymmetric stress on the micelles while drying, especially near the substrate. On the other hand, hemicylindrical micelles or cylindrical micelles of elliptical shape are attached onto the oxide-grown Si surface, which is more toward weak-hydrophobic and less homogeneous to form less ordered structure. The attachment of the film to the oxide-grown Si surface is quite weak, which tries to release the stress of the micelles while drying.

**CONCLUSIONS**

The stability–instability of a Cl-terminated Si surface, prepared by wet chemical process, was examined using different parameters. Initially low (\(\sim 24^\circ\)) CA value of the as-prepared Cl–Si surface finally becomes relatively high (\(\sim 60^\circ\)) when kept...
at ambient conditions for a sufficient time. This indicates transition in the nature of surface from weak-hydrophilic toward weak-hydrophobic with time. Electron density profiles suggest that such transition is mainly associated with the growth of oxide layer. That means Cl–Si becomes O–Si. However, oxide growth with time is not homogeneous or uniform. Structures of CTAB–silica mesostructured films on as-prepared and time-evolved Cl–Si substrates indicate that silica-coated cylindrical micelles of near circular shape are adsorbed through their silica parts onto the homogeneous and weak-hydrophilic Cl–Si surface to form well-ordered structure, while hemicylindrical micelles or cylindrical micelles of elliptical shape are attached onto the oxide-grown Si surface which is less homogeneous and more toward weak-hydrophobic to form less ordered structure. The attachment of the film to the Cl–Si surface is quite strong, while to the oxide-grown Si surface is quite weak. Accordingly, previous one creates strong asymmetric stress on the micelles and latter on tries to release the stress of the micelles, while drying. Transition from weak-hydrophilic toward weak-hydrophobic of the Cl–Si surface also provides the critical transition time (τ ≈ 50 h), which is a measure of its stability and critical oxide growth time at ambient conditions. The quantitative information on the stability of the Cl–Si surface, which was not available before, is of immense importance for the growth of interesting nanostructures on it.
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